Variability of light-evoked response pattern and morphological characterization of amacrine cells in goldfish retina.
Amacrine cells of the goldfish retina were characterized electrophysiologically and subsequently labelled by intracellular injection of horseradish peroxidase. An attempt was made to broaden the electrophysiological classification of the cells. Light-evoked sustained amacrine cell responses were divided into two subtypes depending on colour opponency. Colour-coded responses (red/depolarizing and green/hyperpolarizing) were found to arise in amacrine cells possessing highly polarized dendritic fields; the dendrites were monostratified in the proximal half (sublamina b) of the inner plexiform layer. Non-colour-opponent sustained responses also arose in monostratified units, but the level of dendritic ramification was in sublamina a or b (hyperpolarizing or depolarizing units, respectively). Transient (ON-OFF) responses were associated mainly with bi- or multi-stratified or diffuse amacrine cells. Some variability was observed in the sizes of the dendritic fields in different sublaminae. There was a tendency for units with brisk components of responses to be narrowly stratified in the inner plexiform layer. Some units possessed "distant" dendrites. Several aspects of structure-function correlation in amacrine cells are discussed.